
I Intro. (July 31, 2005) 

 In this section, which includes more 

references to angelic activity, we also have the 

scene of Jesus returning at the end of the 

tribulation period being urged by an angel to put in 

His sickle (Rev. 14:14-16). Another angel holding 

another sickle was urged by yet another angel to 

put in his sickle and harvest grapes (14:17-18). 

When he did so, he threw them into the winepress 

of God, whereupon blood came out as deep as 

horses’ bridles for two hundred miles (14:19-20). 

 

II The Coming of the Son of Man in Judgment 

(Rev. 14:14-20) 

 A. With sickle in hand, He is an awesome 

specter of judgment (14:14-16) 

  1. (vs. 14) There is no question that 

the reference is to the second advent: “And I 

looked, and behold, a white cloud, and sitting on 

the cloud was one like a son of man, having a 

golden crown on His head, and a sharp sickle in 

His hand” 

(Kai; ei\don kai; ijdou; nefevlh [“cloud”
1
; “a 

definitely shaped cloud, or masses of clouds 

possessing definite form, is used, besides the 

physical element…of clouds seen in the 

Apocalyptic visions”
2
; “The old motifs are now 

linked to the person of Jesus. He himself is the 

Son of Man who will come with the clouds of 

heaven {Mk. 14:62}. The linking of the Daniel 

theme with Zech. 12:10ff. {a threat} is traditional. 

In Rev. 14: 14ff. Christ already sits on the cloud 

and its white color denotes heavenly 

triumph.”
3
] leukhv [“white…Of a cloud”

4
; “In the 

case of Christ the radiance signifies his unique 

position, in the case of the angels it denotes their 

heavenly character, and in the case of the 

overcomers it symbolizes the gift of eternal 

fellowship with the exalted Lord {3:4-5} by way 

of his cleansing work {cf. 6:11; 7:13-14}. White is 

also significant in Revelation; cf. the white stone 

of 2:17, the white horse of 6:2 and 19:11 {cf. 

19:14}, the white cloud of 14:14, and the great 

white throne of 20:11. In all these verses the 

reference is plainly 
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eschatological.”
5
] kai; ejpi; th;n nefevlhn [“Clouds 

as the vehicle of Christ at his second 

coming”
6
] kaqhvmenon o{moion [“The acc. of what 

is compared is a solecism and nothing more 

in…one like a son of man”
7
; “like, resembling, 

such as, the same as, is used…of appearance or 

form”
8
; “Rev. 1:13; 14:14. These two visions 

introduce Christ with descriptions based on Dan. 

7:13. The coming one is the Lord who is already 

present, and in keeping with the integration of 

messianic statements Son of Man sayings are 

transferred to the Son of God.”
9
] uiJo;n [“in various 

combinations as a designation of the Messiah and 

a self-designation of Jesus…oJ uiJo;" tou' ajnqrwvpou 
the Son of Man, the Man…In our lit. the title 

uiJo;" tou' ajnqrwvpou is found predom. in the 

gospels, where it occurs in the synoptics about 70 

times {about half as oft. if parallels are excluded}, 

and in J 12 times…In every case the title is applied 

by Jesus to himself. Nowhere is it found in an 

address to him, in a saying or narrative about 

him… (but it is, ed.) Outside the gospels”
10
; 

“Twice in the Apocalypse, 1:13 and 14:14, He is 

described as ‘One like unto a Son of man,’ R.V. 

{A.V., ‘… the Son of Man’}, cp. Dan. 7:13. He 

who was thus seen was indeed the Son of Man, but 

the absence of the article in the original serves to 

stress what morally characterizes Him as such. 

Accordingly in these passages He is revealed, not 

as the Person known by the title, but as the One 

who is qualified to act as the Judge of all men. He 

is the same Person as in the days of His flesh, still 

continuing His humanity with His Deity. The 

phrase ‘like unto’ serves to distinguish Him as 

there seen in His glory and majesty in contrast to 

the days of His humiliation.”
11
; “This is Christ’s 

common designation of himself, never of others 

save by Stephen {Acts 7:56} and in the 

Apocalypse {Rev. 1:13; 

14:14}.”
12
] ajnqrwvpou e[cwn ejpi; th'" kefalh'" [“

head…lit…actually of the head of man or beast; 
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man…In apocal. presentations in connection w. 

human figures”
13
; “The term often means here the 

human…‘head’ with no theological 

significance…the head of the risen 

Lord”
14
] aujtou' stevfanon [“Here a golden 

wreath, not the diadems of 19:12.”
15
; “wreath, 

crown…lit., made of palm branches….The wreath 

for the winner of an athletic contest…In Rv the 

{golden} crown is worn by beings of high 

rank…also by the Son of Man”
16
; “primarily, that 

which surrounds, as a wall or crowd {from stephoµ, 
to encircle}, denotes…a token of public honour 

for distinguished service, military prowess etc., or 

of nuptial joy, or festal gladness, especially at the 

parousia of kings. It was woven as a garland of 

oak, ivy, parsley, myrtle or olive, or in imitation of 

these in gold…In other passages it stands as an 

emblem of life, joy, reward and glory…of 

triumph”
17
; “The Crown a Symbol of Divine 

Honor”
18
] crusou'n [“golden=made of or adorned 

with 

gold”
19
] kai; ejn th'/ ceiri; aujtou' drevpanon [“sick

le {also a tool for cutting down trees and tree 

branches…}…put in the sickle”
20
; “a pruning–

hook, a sickle {akin to drepoµ, to 

pluck}”
21
] ojxuv [“pertaining to having a thin 

cutting edge - ‘sharp.’…‘a sharp sickle in his 

hand’”
22
; “sharp…a sharp sickle”

23
; 

“denotes…sharp {Eng., oxyÑ}, said…of a 

sickle”
24
]). 

 The chapter continues in its proleptic 

mode, “and” John “looked, and,” the scene 

changed again, calling our attention to “behold 

(ijdou;),” what he saw, namely, “a white cloud 

(nefevlh leukhv)” in earth’s atmosphere no doubt. 

This cloud would have been “a definitely shaped 

cloud, or masses of clouds possessing definite 
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form,”
25
 which “probably represents the glory of 

God, the shekinah.”
26
 That it is white shows that it 

is apocalyptic. The “color” “white is…significant 

in Revelation; cf. the white stone of 2:17, the 

white horse of 6:2 and 19:11 (cf. 19:14)…and the 

great white throne of 20:11. In all these verses the 

reference is plainly eschatological.”
27
 This cloud 

was unique in that Someone was “sitting on the 

cloud” Who was “like a son of man,” that is, He 

looked like a human being. This appellative was 

applied to Jesus only by Himself in the gospels 

(more than 80 times) and was His favorite 

designation of Himself. Of course Daniel used this 

description of Christ in Dan. 7:13 with reference 

to the precise event that we have before here us in 

Rev. 14. There Daniel said, “I kept looking in the 

night visions, and behold, with the clouds of 

heaven One like a Son of Man was coming, and 

He came up to the Ancient of Days and was 

presented before Him” (Dan. 7:13). Jesus Himself 

referred to this event in Mt. 24:30, “and then the 

sign of the Son of Man will appear in the sky, and 

then all the tribes of the earth will mourn, and they 

will see the SON OF MAN COMING ON THE CLOUDS 

OF THE SKY  with power and great glory.” We also 

had the expression in Rev. 1:13, where we 

concluded that the reference was to Jesus Christ. 

The same must be true here. The expression 

should be appropriately capitalized: “Son of Man.” 

Perhaps you will remember that the Greek has no 

indefinite article. So the reading is literally, “one 

like Son of Man.” Vine says, “He who was thus 

seen was indeed the Son of Man, but the absence 

of the article in the original serves to stress what 

morally characterizes Him as such. Accordingly in 

these passages He is revealed, not as the Person 

known by the title, but as the One who is qualified 

to act as the Judge of all men. He is the same 

Person as in the days of His flesh, still continuing 

His humanity with His Deity. The phrase ‘like 

unto’ serves to distinguish Him as there seen in 

His glory and majesty in contrast to the days of 

His humiliation.”
28
 He was seen as glorified on the 

cloud, but He still possessed obvious 

characteristics as a human being. Col. 2:9 says, 
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“For in Him all the fullness of Deity dwells in 

bodily form.” That is present tense. 

 The Son of Man was observed by John as 

being in possession of two things, “a golden crown 

on His head, and a sharp sickle in His hand.” The 

crown was “a symbol of divine honor.”
29
 This 

crown, stevfanon, is the kind used for “a victor’s 
wreath wrought in gold…contrasting 

sharply…(with the crown of thorns of, ed.) the 

Passion (Mc. 15:17), but not an imperial diavdhma; 
the crowned Christ is here the Conqueror rather 

than the King.”
30
 The “sharp sickle” appears to be 

for the purpose of judgment because “What 

follows is judgment as the sickle is swung.”
31
 It 

appears to be futile to try to work in the harvest of 

the saints into this picture as some try to do (cf. 

Alford
32
), although something of that sort will 

happen at the end of the tribulation as well (Mt. 

3:11; 13:29). That is not what is in view here, but 

rather judgment. 

  2. (vs. 15)  An angel emphatically 

encouraged the Son of Man to do that for which 

He came, to reap: “And another angel came out of 

the temple, crying out with a loud voice to Him 

who sat on the cloud, ‘Put in your sickle and reap, 

because the hour to reap has come, because the 

harvest of the earth is ripe’” 

(kai; a[llo" a[ggelo" ejxh'lqen ejk tou' naou' [“the 
temple is God’s eternal presence on the throne”

33
; 

“temple…of the heavenly 

sanctuary”
34
] kravzwn [“call, call out, 

cry…lit.”
35
] ejn fwnh'/ megavlh/ tw'/ kaqhmevnw/ [“sit

…lit…w. the place indicated by a 

prep…ejpavnw tinov" on or upon 

someth…ejpiv tino" on 

someth.”
36
] ejpi; th'" nefevlh" [“cloud…Clouds 

as the vehicle of Christ at his second coming”
37
; “a 

definitely shaped cloud, or masses of clouds 

possessing definite form, is used, besides the 

physical element…of clouds seen in the 
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Apocalyptic 

visions”
38
] pevmyon [“ajpostevllw to; drevpanon a

nd pevmpw to; drevpanon    {idioms, literally ‘to send 

a sickle’}: to begin to harvest a crop by cutting 

ripe grain with a sickle - ‘to use a sickle, to swing 

a sickle, to begin to harvest.’…‘use your sickle 

and harvest, because the time to harvest has 

come’”
39
; “send…things…On p. to; drevpanon”40; 

“to send, is used…of 

things”
41
] to; drevpanon [“sickle {also a tool for 

cutting down trees and tree branches…}…put in 

the sickle”
42
] sou kai; qevrison [“akin to therizoµ, 

to reap, is used…{of} the crop, figuratively”
43
; 

“the figurative {God’s eschatological 

decision}”
44
] o{ti h\lqen [“come…lit…of 

time…h\lqen hJ w{ra the hour has come=the hour 

is here”
45
] hJ w{ra [“the time when someth. took 

place, is taking place, or will take place…Also w. 

the inf…hJ w{ra qerivsai the time to reap”
46
; 

“primarily, any time or period fixed by nature”
47
; 

“whence Lat., hora, Eng., hour, primarily denoted 

any time or period, especially a season. In the N.T. 

it is used to denote…a definite point of time…a 

point of time when an appointed action is to 

begin”
48
] qerivsai [“reap, harvest…fig…of the 

harvest of the Last Judgment, which brings 

devastation”
49
; “figurative of the discriminating 

judgment Divinely to be fulfilled at the close of 

this age, when the wheat will be separated from 

the tares {see Matt. 13:30}.”
50
] o{ti ejxhravnqh [“to 

become ripe, with reference to grain which dries in 

the process of ripening - ‘to become ripe, to be 

ripe.’…‘the harvest of the earth is ripe’”
51
; 

“elsewh. pass. become dry, dry up, 
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wither…lit…Of plants without good roots”
52
; “to 

dry up, wither, is used of ripened crops”
53
; 

“denotes to dry up, wither, translated in Rev. 

14:15, ‘over–ripe,’ R.V…said figuratively of the 

harvest of the earth, symbolizing the condition of 

the world, political, especially connected with 

Israel {Joel 3:9, 14}, and religious, comprehensive 

of the whole scene of Christendom”
54
; “to dry, dry 

up, make dry, wither…It is translated ‘ripe’…in 

Rev. 14:15, of a harvest {used figuratively of the 

gathered nations against Jerusalem at the end of 

this age}”
55
] oJ qerismo;" [“in fig. sense the crop 

to be harvested…of the judgment 

ejxhravnqh oJ q. th'" gh'" the earth’s harvest is dry 

{=fully ripe}”
56
] th'" gh'"). 

 Here we have “another (a[llo") angel,” the 
fourth of this chap. (cf. vv. 6, 8, 9), similar in kind 

to the previous three, who “came out of the temple 

(naou'),” “the heavenly sanctuary”57 where God 
“is” eternally present “on the throne.”

58
 He had a 

message for the Son of Man from the Father as he 

was “crying out with a loud voice to Him,” namely 

the Son of Man, “who sat on the cloud,” in itself a 

supernatural act. For what cloud can support any 

human being? Some people have tried to make 

something out of the fact that this One, the Son of 

Man, should be commanded to do something by a 

mere angel. So they have surmised that this “son 

of man” must also have been an angel; but as we 

have noted, angels are messengers of God. So it 

was God the Father who initiated the message. It 

was His, God’s, command. The angel merely 

delivered the message. 

 The message was, “Put in (pevmyon aorist, 

active, imperative),” literally “send,” “your sickle 

(drevpanon),” which was “also a tool for cutting 
down trees and tree branches,”

59
 and might not 

correspond to a modern sickle in appearance; 

“and” then the command came “to reap (qevrison 
aorist, active, imperative),” or harvest “because 
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the hour to reap has come, because the harvest of 

the earth is ripe.” “Hour (w{ra)” denotes “a point of 
time when an appointed action is to begin.”

60
 Here 

the reference is to the judgment of God, which 

occurs on His appointed schedule. In Gen. 15:13b, 

God said that Israel would be “enslaved and 

oppressed four hundred years.” “Then” He said, 

“in the fourth generation they shall return here,” 

that is, to the land of Palestine, “for the iniquity of 

the Amorite is not yet complete.” When the Son of 

Man returns on the cloud, the iniquity of the world 

will be complete, and the time for judgment will 

have arrived. Thus came the command to reap 

“because the harvest of the earth is ripe 

(ejxhravnqh)” or possibly “overripe.” “The ripeness 
is in the sense of withered or overripe.”

61
 If so, this 

would depict the patience of God in waiting until 

the last possible moment in case someone might 

wish to believe. 

  3. (vs. 16) The Son of Man 

immediately began to harvest: “And He who sat 

on the cloud swung His sickle over the earth; and 

the earth was reaped” 

(kai; e[balen oJ kaqhvmeno" ejpi; th'" nefevlh" [“cl
oud…Clouds as the vehicle of Christ at his second 

coming”
62
; “a definitely shaped cloud, or masses 

of clouds possessing definite form, is used, besides 

the physical element…of clouds seen in the 

Apocalyptic 

visions”
63
] to; drevpanon aujtou' ejpi; th;n gh'n kai;

 ejqerivsqh [“reap, harvest…fig…of the harvest of 

the Last Judgment, which brings devastation”
64
; 

“figurative of the discriminating judgment 

Divinely to be fulfilled at the close of this age, 

when the wheat will be separated from the tares 

{see Matt. 13:30}.”
65
] hJ gh'). 

 The command of the Father was 

immediately obeyed by our Lord, as is the order of 

things in the Godhead (1Cor. 15:28), “And He 

who sat on the cloud swung His sickle over the 

earth; and the earth was reaped.” There should be 

no surprise in this because the Father has long 
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sense “given all judgment to the Son” (Jn. 5:22b). 

The use of the harvest scene is picturesque 

language because Jesus did not swing a literal 

sickle at that point. Harvest as a picture of 

judgment was common in the OT. About Babylon, 

Jer. 51:33 says, “For thus says the Lord of hosts, 

the God of Israel: ‘The daughter of Babylon is like 

a threshing floor at the time it is stamped firm; yet 

in a little while the time of harvest will come for 

her.’” 

 The succinctness “of the statement” in this 

verse “dramatizes the suddenness of the judgment 

(Thomas, Revelation 822, p. 221.).”
66
 

 Let us not forget the proleptic nature of this 

section. For these things do not actually occur 

until chap. 19. 

 B. Another angel holding another sickle 

was urged by yet another angel to put in his sickle 

and harvest grapes (14:17-18). 

  1. (vs. 17) Here is the angel with 

the sickle: “And another angel came out of the 

temple which is in heaven, and he also had a sharp 

sickle” 

(Kai; a[llo" a[ggelo" ejxh'lqen ejk tou' naou' [“tem
ple…lit…of the heavenly sanctuary”

67
; “In 11:19 

the heavenly temple is opened, in 14:15, 17 angels 

come out of it, in 15:8 it is filled with the smoke 

of God’s glory, and in 16:1 the word of fulfilment 

is spoken from 

it.”
68
] tou' ejn tw'/ oujranw'/ e[cwn [“act. 

trans…have, hold…lit. hold in the hands…Of 

holding in the hand without 

ejn th'/ ceiriv”69] kai; aujto;" drevpanon ojxuv [“shar

p…drevpanon a sharp sickle”
70
]). 

 Here we have yet “another (a[llo") angel,” 
the fifth of the same sort or kind as the others in 

this chapter. This one, as did the previous in vs. 

15, also “came out of the temple (naou') which is 
in heaven,” but not merely bearing a message as 

that one did, this one “also had a sharp sickle,” 

and was thus fully equipped to execute judgment 

just as the Son of Man did. Because all judgment 

has been given to the Son, He Himself reserves the 

right to delegate aspects of it to whom He pleases. 

                                                 
66Tom Constable. Tom Constable's Expository Notes on the Bible. Galaxie Software, 2003; 2003. Re 14:16. 

67Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

68Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

69Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

70Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

Indeed He delegates some of it to us believers who 

will judge both the world and evil angels (1Cor. 

6:2-3). Good angels are delegated some judgment 

as well. Such is the case here, as was prophesied in 

Mt. 13 in the explanation of the parable of the 

tares and the wheat. Jesus said, “the reapers are 

angels. Therefore just as the tares are gathered up 

and burned with fire, so shall it be at the end of the 

age. The Son of Man will send forth His angels, 

and they will gather out of His kingdom all 

stumbling blocks, and those who commit 

lawlessness, and will cast them into the furnace of 

fire; in that place there shall be weeping and 

gnashing of teeth.” Obviously just as the Father 

can dispatch angels to tasks, so can and will the 

Son of Man, the Messiah. Clearly the Son of Man 

left some reaping for this particular angel to do. 

  2. (vs. 18) Here is the angel who 

urged the previous one to harvest the clusters of 

grapes: “And another angel, the one who has 

power over fire, came out from the altar; and he 

called with a loud voice to him who had the sharp 

sickle, saying, ‘Put in your sharp sickle, and gather 

the clusters from the vine of the earth, because her 

grapes are ripe’” 

(kai; a[llo" a[ggelo" [“messenger…of 

supernatural powers…angels as messengers of 

God…They preside over various 

realms”
71
] ªejxh'lqenº ejk tou' qusiasthrivou [“alta

r…lit…of the altar of incense…the heavenly altar 

of Rv also seems to be thought of as an altar of 

incense”
72
] ªoJº e[cwn ejxousivan [“authority, 

absolute power, warrant…W. gen. of that over 

which the authority is exercised…Likew. ejpiv w. 
gen.”

73
; “God’s exouséŒa may be seen in the sphere 

of nature”
74
] ejpi; tou' purov" [“A Means of 

Judgment. Fire in temporal judgments occurs only 

with OT references {cf, Lk. 9:54; 17:26ff.}. The 

NT usually has eschatological fire in view…Fire 

symbolizes this judgment in Revelation…An 

angel of fire comes forth to execute judgment”
75
; 

“fire…lit…of fire that is heavenly in origin and 

nature…Fire appears mostly as a means used by 
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God to execute punishment: in the past, in the case 

of Sodom…Quite predom. in connection w. the 

Last Judgment: the end of the world…The fire w. 

which God punishes 

sinners”
76
] kai; ejfwvnhsen [“produce a sound or 

tone…of persons call or cry out, speak loudly, say 

with emphasis…{for a calling angel s…}.”
77
; “to 

utter a loud sound or cry, whether of animals…or 

persons…{see under anaboaoµ and krazoµ, 
above}”

78
] fwnh'/ megavlh/ tw'/ e[conti to; drevpano

n to; ojxu; levgwn pevmyon sou to; drevpanon to; ojx
u; kai; truvghson [“gather ripe fruit, esp. pick 

{grapes} w. acc. of the fruit”
79
; “signifies to 

gather in, of harvest, vintage, ripe 

fruits…metaphorically, of the clusters of ‘the vine 

of the earth’”
80
] tou;" bovtrua" [“the fruit of 

grapevines…‘grape, bunch of grapes.’…‘cut the 

grapes from the vineyard of the earth because its 

grapes are ripe’ Re 14.18. Some scholars have 

contended that bovtru" means primarily a bunch of 

grapes, while stafulhv designates individual 

grapes. In Re 14.18 this difference might seem 

plausible, but there is scarcely any evidence for 

such a distinction, since both words may signify 

grapes as well as bunches of grapes.”
81
; “bunch of 

grapes”
82
; “a cluster, or bunch, bunch of 

grapes”
83
] th'" ajmpevlou [“vine, 

grapevine…lit…to harvest the grapes fr. the vine 

of the earth {i.e., fr. the earth, symbol. repr. as a 

grapevine}”
84
; “figuratively…of His enemies”

85
; 

“a bunch of grapes, the ripe cluster, stressing the 

grapes themselves”
86
] th'" gh'" o{ti h[kmasan [“to 

become or to be ripe - ‘to ripen, to be ripe.’…‘her 

bunches of grapes have ripened’”
87
; “be ripe…of 

grapes”
88
; “to be at the prime {akin to akmeµ, a 

point}, to be ripe, is translated ‘are fully 
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ripe’”
89
] aiJ stafulai; [“a bunch of ripe 

grapes”
90
] aujth'"). 

 Here we have still “another (a[llo") angel” 
of the same sort or kind, the sixth in this chapter. 

This “one” enjoyed special “power (ejxousivan)” or 
authority “over fire,” which 

“symbolizes…judgment in Revelation”
91
 So this 

“angel of fire comes forth to execute judgment,”
92
 

not that he burns anyone, for he simply implores 

the previous angel to action. 

 He “came out from the altar 

(qusiasthrivou)” as well, but we are not told 
whether it was the altar of burnt offering or the 

altar of incense. “If the former, we are reminded of 

the blood of the martyrs which cries for 

vengeance; if the latter, of the prayers of the saints 

by which the end is hastened.”
93
 Dr. Constable 

thinks that the reference is to the altar of incense 

and thus that, “This is probably an allusion to his 

responding to the Tribulation saints’ prayers for 

vengeance from under the altar (6:9-10).”
94
 

This sixth angel then, “called with a loud 

voice to him who had the sharp sickle,” that is, to 

angel number five. He was saying, “Put in your 

sharp sickle, and gather the clusters from the vine 

of the earth, because her grapes are ripe.” As was 

said above, this sickle is not necessarily the 

simple, sharp, curved hook with which we are 

familiar. This device has the capacity to harvest 

wheat and also clusters of grapes. It was time to do 

so because the grapes of the earth were “ripe 

(h[kmasan, lemma, ajkmavzw)” or “‘fully grown’ or 
‘in prime condition.’ The grapes were full of juice 

and ready for harvest.”
95
 The picture is of men ripe 

for judgment. Swete thinks the wheat represents 

the harvest of the saved, the grapes, the unsaved. 

Instead, as with the OT prophets, “the harvest, 

whether wheat-harvest or vintage, represents the 

overthrow of the enemies of Israel,”
96
 or rather 

here the enemies of God, whether Jew or Gentile. 

Thus, as Constable says, “Following the pattern of 

Joel 3:13, the scene furnishes two pictures of the 
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same judgment for the same reason that Joel does, 

i.e., to emphasize the terror of it…The two 

reapings seem to describe a single judgment at the 

end of the Great Tribulation (19:15, 17-21). The 

vine may represent Israel and the wheat 

Gentiles.”
97
 (Joel 3:13 reads, “Put in the sickle, for 

the harvest is ripe. Come, tread, for the wine press 

is full; the vats overflow, for their wickedness is 

great.”) 

 C. The angel threw the clusters into the 

winepress of God (14:19-20). 

  1. (vs. 19) The angel of vs. 17 

responded to the angel of vs. 18 and brought in the 

grapes in judgment: “And the angel swung his 

sickle to the earth, and gathered the clusters from 

the vine of the earth, and threw them into the great 

wine press of the wrath of God” 

(kai; e[balen [“bavllw to; drevpanon {an idiom, 

literally ‘to throw a sickle’}…{idioms, literally ‘to 

send a sickle’}: to begin to harvest a crop by 

cutting ripe grain with a sickle - ‘to use a sickle, to 

swing a sickle, to begin to harvest.’…‘the angel 

swung his sickle on the 

earth’”
98
] oJ a[ggelo" to; drevpanon aujtou' eij" th;

n gh'n kai; ejtruvghsen [“gather ripe fruit, esp. 

pick {grapes} w. acc. of the fruit…W. the acc. of 

that which bears the fruit gather the fruit of the 

vine…or the vineyard”
99
; “signifies to gather in, of 

harvest, vintage, ripe fruits {trugeµ denotes fruit, 
etc., gathered in autumn}…metaphorically, of the 

clusters of ‘the vine of the earth,’ Rev. 14:18; of 

that from which they are 

gathered”
100

] th;n a[mpelon [“is 
used…figuratively…of His enemies, Rev. 14:18, 

19, ‘the vine of the earth’…probably figurative of 

the remaining mass of apostate 

Christendom.”
101

] th'" gh'" kai; e[balen [“put, 

place, lay, bring…w. indication of the place to 

which ti; ei[" ti…Of liquids: pour…swing the 

sickle on the earth as on a harvest 

field”
102

] eij" th;n lhno;n [“wine-press…In Rv 

fig…pour into the wine-press”
103

; “denotes a 
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trough or vat, used especially for the treading of 

grapes, Matt. 21:33. Not infrequently they were 

dug out in the soil or excavated in a rock, as in the 

rock–vats in Palestine to–day…the word is used 

metaphorically with reference to the execution of 

Divine judgment upon the gathered foes of the 

Jews at the close of this age preliminary to the 

establishment of the Millennial kingdom.”
104

; 

“depiction of divine judgment…The location is in 

keeping with the OT message {cf. Joel 3:2}, and 

the reference to the angel of fire may be in 

harmony with the idea that the mouth of 

Gehinnom is at the holy 

city.”
105

] tou' qumou' [“anger, wrath, rage…the 

wine of God’s 

wrath”
106

] tou' qeou' to;n mevgan [“large, 

great…lit…with the concept of spaciousness…A 

winepress”
107

]). 

 “Angel” number five responded to the loud 

voice of the sixth angel, and “swung (e[balen),” 
literally, “cast,” “his sickle to the earth.” There he 

“gathered (ejtruvghsen, lemma, trugavw, “pick 

[grapes]”
108

) the clusters from the vine of the 

earth,” that is, “that part of the earth’s produce, 

those results of human history and life, which 

must be trodden by the Feet of God.”
109

 “And” the 

angel then “threw them into the great wine press 

of the wrath of God,” or perhaps, “the wine press 

of the wrath of great God.” For Rev. 19:15b reads, 

“He treads the wine press of the fierce wrath of 

God, the Almighty” (See comments on the 

diagram.). “In Biblical days grapes were trampled 

by foot in a trough which had a duct leading to a 

lower basin where the juice collected. The treading 

of grapes was a familiar figure for the execution of 

divine wrath upon the enemies of God.”
110

 See Is. 

63:1-6. “Other Scriptures (e.g., Rev. 16:14; Dan. 

11:40-45) make it clear that there will be a world 

war of tremendous scope underway at the time of 

the second coming of Christ, and this may be a 

partial fulfillment of these prophecies.”
111
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  2. (vs. 20) This judgment was a real 

bloodletting of the enemies of God: “And the wine 

press was trodden outside the city, and blood came 

out from the wine press, up to the horses’ bridles, 

for a distance of two hundred miles” 

(kai; ejpathvqh [“is used…transitively, of treading 

on, down or under, of the desecration of Jerusalem 

by its foes, Luke 21:24; Rev. 11:2; of the 

avenging, by the Lord in Person hereafter, of this 

desecration and of the persecution of the Jews, in 

Divine retribution, metaphorically spoken of as the 

treading of the winepress of God’s wrath”
112

; “NT 

instances of pateŒoµ all show LXX influence…The 

figure of treading the winepress for divine 

judgment”
113

] hJ lhno;" [“wine-press…In Rv 

fig…pass.”
114

] e[xwqen [“a position not contained 
within a particular area - ‘outside, apart 

from.’…‘the winepress outside the city’”
115

; “as 

improper prep. w. 

gen…outside”
116

] th'" povlew" kai; ejxh'lqen [“of 
things…lit. come out, flow out of 

liquids”
117

] ai|ma [“The figure ‘blood of the 

grape’…used apocalypt”
118

; “In apocalyptic, blood 

may be used for the color red, indicating 

eschatological terrors such as war…Wine is the 

blood of grapes in Gen. 49:11; Dt. 32:14, etc., and 

the wine harvest is an eschatological 

image”
119

] ejk th'" lhnou' [“wine-press…In Rv 

fig…tread the wine-press {i.e. the grapes in 

it…}…pour into the wine-press…Blood {cf. the 

‘blood of the grape’} flows fr. the wine-

press”
120

] a[cri [“extension up to or as far as a 
goal - ‘to, up to, as far as.’…‘up to the bridles of 

the horses’”
121

; “improper prep. w. gen…of place 

as far as”
122

] tw'n calinw'n [“the bit and the 

bridle used to control the actions of a horse - ‘bit, 

bridle.’…In Re 14.20 the reference to a bit and 

bridle is merely an indication of measurement, that 
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is to say, the height of the bit and bridle from the 

ground, and one may reinterpret this measurement 

as ‘about a meter and a half’ or ‘about five 

feet.’”
123

; “bit, bridle”
124

; “a bridle…‘The 

primitive bridle was simply a loop on the halter–

cord passed round the lower jaw of the horse.’”
125

; 

“old word for bridle {from calaw…to slacken, let 

down}”
126

] tw'n i{ppwn [“horse, steed”
127

; 

“Revelation follows apocalyptic in the use of 

horse imagery…In 14:20 the terrible nature of the 

judgment is shown by the fact that there is blood 

to the horses’ bridles”
128

] ajpo; [“To indicate 

distance fr. a point away from”
129

; “translated ‘as 

far as’ in the R.V., for A.V., ‘by the space 

of.’”
130

] stadivwn [“stade, stadium…stade as a 

measure of distance…600 Greek {625 Roman; c. 

607 English} feet=185 meters”
131

; “denotes…a 

stadium, i.e., a measure of length, 600 Greek feet, 

or one–eighth of a Roman mile”
132

] cilivwn [“a 

thousand”
133

] eJxakosivwn [“six hundred”
134

]). 

 In this “wine press,” what “came out” was 

not grape juice, but the “blood” of men, apparently 

by the hundreds of millions. It all happened 

“outside the city,” so that Jerusalem itself was 

somewhat spared. Areas involved will include the 

Valley of Jehoshophat, that is, the Kidron Valley 

east of Jerusalem, and the Valley of Jezreel in 

northern Israel where the battle of Armageddon 

will occur. Involved also will be “the Harod 

Valley to the Jordan Valley and south into the 

Dead Sea.”
135

 We are told that the blood was “up 

to the horses’ bridles, for a distance of two 

hundred miles,” a description which boggles the 

mind. Figures have shown that if all the blood 

from every human being alive were pooled there, 

it would not be as deep as horses’ bridles for that 
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distance. Thus Walvoord says that, “While this 

distance may be literal and may designate the area 

of judgment as around the city of Jerusalem, it is 

of course impossible for the blood to reach a 

height where it would touch horses’ bridles. What 

this affirms is a tremendous bloodletting in which 

blood is spattered as high as the bridles of 

horses.”
136

 However, when Jesus returns, “in that 

day His feet will stand on the Mount of Olives, 

which is in front of Jerusalem on the east; and the 

Mount of Olives will be split in its middle from 

east to west by a very large valley, so that half of 

the mountain will move toward the north and the 

other half toward the south” (Zech. 14:4). This 

represents a major topographical shift, perhaps 

creating crevices in which blood could literally 

flow as deep as horses’ bridles at least in some 

places. However we take it, the scene is probably 

the worst in all of human history for total calamity. 

 

III Conc. 

 Judgment is inevitable. It will come, and it 

must come because of the intractable sin and 

wickedness of men. Whether executed by the Son 

of Man Himself or His angels, it will be carried 

out thoroughly. When men have rejected the grace 

of God there is nothing left but the justice of God. 

Have you received His grace? Believe on the Lord 

Jesus Christ and you will be saved! 
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